Phenol-selective mass spectrometric analysis of jet fuel
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Abstract

Bromobenzyl compounds react selectively with phenols via the Williamson ether synthesis. An imidazolium charge-tagged bromobenzyl compound can be used to reveal phenol impurities in jet fuel by analysis via electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. The complex matrix as revealed by Cold EI GC/MS analysis is reduced to a few simple sets of compounds in the charge-tagged ESI mass spectrum, primarily substituted phenols and thiols. Examination of jet fuels treated by different refinery methods reveals the efficacy of these approaches in removing these contaminants.
Introduction

Phenols are a class of compound found within petroleum at variable concentrations, depending on the provenance of the crude oil. Jet fuel (b.p. range 170-270°C) is the petroleum fraction most likely to encounter phenol contamination (phenol itself has a boiling point of 182 °C), and phenols are particularly problematic in the formation of jet fuel surface deposits.\textsuperscript{1} Phenols are the major oxygen-containing chemical and corrosion source in jet fuel,\textsuperscript{2} but their analysis is a significant challenge due to their structural similarity and low relative concentration.\textsuperscript{3} In order to facilitate the selective detection of phenols in petroleum fractions, a variety of approaches have been tried, with mass spectrometry being especially popular.

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) is a standard analytical method for phenols. Acidic compounds including phenols are usually derivatized prior to GC/MS analysis, by a range of different processes including silylation,\textsuperscript{4} microwave-assisted silylation,\textsuperscript{5} acylation,\textsuperscript{6} alkylation\textsuperscript{7} and esterification,\textsuperscript{8} among others.\textsuperscript{9} Ferrocenecarboxylic acid chloride was reported to react with phenols and the resulting esters were detected by GC with atomic emission detection (AED) in the iron-selective detection mode.\textsuperscript{10} Shi and co-workers also successfully applied negative-ion GC/APCI-MS to determine phenolic compounds in coal tar samples.\textsuperscript{11} The complexity of petroleum products has also led to GC\texttimes{}GC methods being applied to their study with good success.\textsuperscript{12}
A two-step derivatization of alcohols into charged ammonioacetyls by reaction with bromoacetylchloride and amines has been reported as an effective means of producing intense signals in MALDI mass spectra. 13 1,2-dimethylimidazole-4-sulfonyl chloride (DMISC) has been shown to react selectively with phenol, and the products exhibited improved sensitivity in LC/ESI-MS studies. 14 DMISC was similarly employed to analyse 1-hydroxypyrene in human urine. 15 Flow injection analysis coupled with acetic anhydride acetylation of phenols in a K₂CO₃-buffered alkaline medium followed by membrane introduction mass spectrometry enabled fast, accurate and sensitive quantitation. 16 CO₂ laser ablation of the frozen water matrix, followed by resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization technique coupled with reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry, has been applied to the analysis of water polluted with phenol molecules. 17

Petroleomics as a discipline arrived soon after Fenn first analyzed a petroleum sample with ESI-MS, 18 revealing the extreme complexity of the polar components of such mixtures. Ultra-high resolution spectra, obtainable on high-field FTICR machines, are capable of separating literally thousands of elemental compositions present in petroleum, both polar (using ESI-MS) and non-polar (field desorption and atmospheric pressure photoionization, among others). 19 Such analyses pick out all abundant components, including phenols, but are not routine unless one has access to an FTICR instrument, which remain relatively rare. These analyses do not distinguish different types of compound, so something with the formula CₓHᵧOₗ with 4 or more double bond equivalents might not be a phenol - it could be an alcohol, an ether or a carbonyl-containing compound.

A host of non-mass spectrometric methods has determined the concentration of phenols in complex matrices. Electron capture gas chromatography was used in conjunction with α-bromo-2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorotoluene derivatization to determine phenols and mercaptans in river water. 20 Total phenolics in wine and other extracts were determined by the Singleton-Rossi method (colorimetry with with phosphomolybdic/phosphotungstic acid reagents) as early as 1965. 21 An amperometric biosensor based on covalently immobilized tyrosinase on the surface of graphite electrode was described for the selective detection of phenol and several phenolic compounds in a flow system. 22 Various extraction methods, such as two-trap tandem extraction 23 or two-step liquid-liquid extraction, 24 were used in conjunction with HPLC analysis for determining phenols in water samples. A resonance light scattering (RLS) method involving the use of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) successfully analyzed phenols in different types of industrial water. 25 UV/Vis spectroscopy detected phenols in wastewater. 26
Ultimately, several of these techniques have proven less selective than required for the analysis of phenolic species in the highly complex matrix of petroleum fractions. Trace impurities exist within finished product from a refinery such as thiols, naphthenic acids, alcohols, alkylphenols, and amines. As such, the ideal technique for the analysis of phenolic constituents of petroleum fractions should be both resilient to interaction with other functional groups, as well as sensitive and quantitative with the application of a suitable method. An early effort to develop derivatization methods for selective ESI-MS analysis of phenols involved the use of dansyl chloride (5-(dimethylamino)naphthalene-1-sulfonyl chloride), which has been shown to form a sulfonate with phenol species which may then protonated under slightly acidic conditions for detection via mass spectrometry. It has been reported that dansyl chloride will also derivatize thiols, so the resulting mass spectrum required careful interpretation. Beyond this difficulty, the addition of acid alone may result in a highly complex spectrum due to the abundance of basic amines or other oxygen-containing molecules present within the sample. Dansyl chloride derivatization of chlorophenols followed by sensitive and specific LC-MS/MS detection has been reported.

Another method to detect phenols is simply through exploitation of the acidity of the hydroxyl group. With strong base, deprotonation produces a phenolate detectable in the negative ion mass spectrum. Early attempts using a variety of bases have shown some success using sodium or potassium hydroxide as the base of choice. Strong bases also deprotonate alcohols, thiols, and (especially) naphthenic acids present in the fraction, and the lack of selectivity using this approach poses a problem for MS analysis.

Here, we investigate the use of a imidazolium-based charged tag (1) that reacts with phenols in situ for mass spectrometric detection in the positive ion mode (Equation 1). The charge-tagged derivatization approach enhances analyte signal by producing very high ionization efficiency, thanks to high surface activity of the cation and reduced ion pairing thanks to the non-coordinating anion.

![Equation 1](image)

Equation 1
This reaction is an O-alkylation of the phenol, a reaction that is fairly slow with weak bases but that can be accelerated with stronger ones. It is an example of a Williamson ether synthesis, a reaction that is largely free from side reactions and whose kinetics can be altered readily through manipulation of solvent and base. The reaction proceeds via $S_{N}2$ displacement of an alkyl halide by an alkoxide (in this case a phenoxide). We designed the charged tag to be remote from the reactive site (the C-Br bond) and unreactive towards base or any other competing side reactions. Additionally, these imidazolium-type charge tags exhibit high surface activity because of their bulk and hydrophobicity, and we have paired them with a non-coordinating anion to reduce the strength of ion pairing. The Williamson ether synthesis is much faster for phenols than for alcohols, and as such acts as a selective reagent for the derivatization of phenols (so much faster that the synthesis of the charged tag was performed in methanol, with no appreciable reactivity). The approach is similar to one we took for the selective analysis of thiols, wherein we employed a charge-tagged disulfide.

**Experimental**

Chemicals and solvents were purchased from Aldrich and used without subsequent purification. Jet fuel samples were gifts of the Imperial Oil Products and Chemicals Division (Sarnia, Canada). $^1$H NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker 300 MHz instrument as CDCl$_3$ and CH$_3$OD solutions. ESI-MS of synthetic products were collected in the positive ion mode on a Waters Micromass Q-TOF micro mass spectrometer using solutions prepared in HPLC grade acetonitrile and dichloromethane. Capillary voltage: 3000 V. Cone voltage: 16 V. Extraction voltage: 0.5 V. Source temperature: 90°C. Desolvation temperature: 190°C. Cone gas flow rate: 100 L/h. Desolvation gas flow: 200 L/h. collision voltage, 2 V (for MS experiments); collision voltage, 2-80 V (for MS/MS experiments); microchannel plate detector (MCP) voltage, 2700 V. The instrument provides resolution of approximately 6000 FWHM at m/z 500 and is calibrated routinely to <10 ppm using a sodium iodide calibration solution. Pressurized sample infusion (PSI) experiments used identical instrument settings. For PSI experiments, the reaction vessel was pressurized using 3 psi of nitrogen. A magnetic stirring hot plate and stir bar provided stable reflux conditions. Mass-to-charge ratio values were calculated using chemcalc.org.

Cold EI GC/MS data were obtained on an AXION iQT GC/MS instrument from Perkin Elmer (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) which equipped with a Clarus 680 gas chromatograph from
Perkin Elmer (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). The mass spectrometer was tuned using perfluorotributylamine (PFTBA) solution. Injector is programmable split/splitless (PSS) injector connected with a PerkinElmer Elite™-5MS (Perkin Elmer, length 30 m, inner diameter 250 mm, film thickness 0.25 µm) non-polar capillary column cross-bonded with 5% diphenyl/95% dimethyl polysiloxane. The jet fuel sample X1 was diluted 100 times with hexane before analysis. The sample (0.5 µL) was injected at 220°C, the temperature program in the GC oven was 40°C for 1 minute, followed by ramping at 20 °C/min to a final temperature of 260°C, which was held for 1 minute. The transfer line temperature was 250°C and source temperature was 200°C. Make up gas flow was 50 mL/min. Axion eCipher software was used for post processing data application for identification of compounds.

The final reaction solution in the PSI experiment was collected and diluted to 10 ppm using HPLC grade acetonitrile. The diluted reaction solution was analysed in the positive ion mode on an Exactive Plus Orbitrap Mass Spectrometer from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) using the integrated syringe pump. The mass spectrometer was tuned using a proprietary calibration mix solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for each ionization mode. Flow rate was set to 50-100 µL/min, ESI spray voltage was set to 3.5 kV and capillary temperature was set to 250°C. Sheath and auxiliary gas flow rates and auxiliary gas temperature were set to obtain stable ion fluxes, resulting in values of ~30, 10 and 175°C respectively. Automatic gain control (AGC) target was set to 1e6 with 50 ms max injection time and TIC variation was <13%. Data was collected over the mass range of m/z 133-2000 in the profile mode.

3-(4-(bromomethyl)benzyl)-1-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate, 1

1-methylimidazole (0.46 mL, 5.77 mmol, 99% Sigma-Aldrich) was reacted with excess α,α'-dibromo-p-xylene (2.049 g, 7.76 mmol, 97% Sigma-Aldrich) through gentle reflux under argon about 14 hours in 50 mL of THF, a synthesis based on a standard laboratory preparation of imidazolium-based ionic liquids. A white powder is recovered from acetonitrile through vacuum filtration and vacuum dried for 1 day. The 3-(4-bromomethyl)benzyl)-1-methylimidazolium bromide (0.220 g) and 25 mL of 50%(v/v) aqueous methanol were added to a round bottomed flask, followed by sodium hexafluorophosphate (0.330 g). The solution was stirred for 12 hours. A white powder was recovered from the reaction solution via vacuum filtration. 0.686 g (yield = 28.9%) of final product was obtained. NMR data $^1$H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl$_3$): δ(ppm)= 3.93 (s,
3H), 4.59 (s, 2H), 5.41 (s, 2H), 7.61-7.40 (m, 6H), 8.95 (s, 1H). QTOF ESI(+): [M]+ m/z 265.1; ESI(-): [M]− m/z 145.1.

1-methyl-3-(4-(phenoxymethyl)benzyl)-1H-imidazol-3-ium hexafluorophosphate(V), 2

3-(4-(bromomethyl)benzyl)-1-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (0.100 g, 0.243 mmol) was reacted with excess phenol (0.0343 g, 0.365 mmol, 1.5 eq) and excess sodium hydroxide (0.194 g, 4.86 mmol, 20 eq) in a round bottom flask at room temperature for 30 minutes in 5 mL acetonitrile. The reaction solution was filtered and the filtrate was vacuum dried and washed by ether and vacuum dried. The powder was redissolved in a minimum amount of acetonitrile and white crystals were precipitated after leaving the solution at 4 °C overnight. The crystals were recovered from reaction solution through vacuum filtration, yield 17%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ(ppm) = 3.90 (s, 3H), 5.05 (s, 2H), 5.29 (s, 2H), 6.94-7.50 (m, 11H), 8.64 (s, 1H). QTOF ESI(+): [M]+ m/z 279.4.

ESI-MS reaction monitoring using pressurized sample infusion

As described elsewhere, a 20 mL Agilent headspace vial was filled with 15 mL of an acetonitrile/CH2Cl2 mixture (v/v = 4 : 9) and between 20-30 equivalents of sodium hydroxide. The vial was equipped with a magnetic stir bar, and a rubber stopper wrapped with Taegaseal PTFE tape. PEEK tubing was fed from the vial to the ESI-MS source and the headspace vial pressurized using 3 psi of nitrogen gas. The solution was stirred without heat using a magnetic stirrer. 2 mL analyte solutions interest were injected via syringe.

Results and discussion

Cold EI GC/MS analysis

Before analyzing samples using the charge-tagging approach, we characterized the samples of interest using by a well-established mass spectrometric approach. However, the GC/MS spectrum is sufficiently dominated by the hydrocarbons that the small amounts of phenols and other functionalized molecules could not be picked out in this simple analysis (supporting
information Figure S3), and distinguishing them would require the application of ultra-high resolution mass spectrometry or GC×GC methods.

*Synthesis and characterization of charged tag 1*

The charged tag used in this study was prepared by alkylation of methylimidazole using 1,4-di(bromomethyl)benzene. Salt metathesis of the resulting bromide with NaPF₆ generated the more soluble hexafluorophosphate salt. In the presence of base and a phenol, this compound produces an aryl ether (Equation 1). Both the charged tag (1) and the product of its reaction with phenol (2) were fully characterized, including by X-ray crystallography (Figure 1, and supporting information Tables S3-S15).

We conducted a variety of experiments to determine the reactivity of the tag towards different phenols: phenol, o-cresol, 2,3-dimethylphenol, 1-naphthol and 2,4-dimethylphenol (Figure 2). The limit of detection was determined to be 8 μM for phenol and the limit of quantitation for the same analyte to be 30 μM (see supporting information for more details).
The fastest reacting phenols were 1-naphthol and the two dimethylphenols (2,3- and 2,4-). All three of these reactions were complete within 10 minutes and exhibited pseudo-first order kinetics. The ortho-cresol was slightly slower (first order, but complete in 20 minutes) and phenol was the slowest (also first order, but complete in 30 minutes). Clearly, the steric bulk of the substituents exert little influence on the reaction, but the electronic properties of the phenol do seem to be important. The more electron-rich the phenol, the faster the reaction, because the basicity of the phenol parallels its efficacy as a nucleophile (i.e. the less acidic the phenol, the faster the reaction).

Phenols are an acidic component of petroleum (part of why they can be a problem). As such, we examined a jet fuel sample in the negative ion mode, with base, to examine the speciation and see if the phenol components were discernable even without a charged tag. The results (see supporting information) show that spectra are typically dominated by trace amounts of other anions (such as PF$_6^-$, or the phenol antioxidants added to rubber septa), and the spectra clearly contain species which are not simple phenols (in ESI-MS, ions with even-numbered $m/z$ values implicate the presence of atoms other than just C, H and O).

When we examined a solution of jet fuel in the positive ion mode by ESI-MS it showed the presence of polyethylene glycols (PEGs) in the range $m/z$ 250-550, corresponding to the Na$^+$ and K$^+$ adducts of H(OCH$_2$CH$_2$)$_n$OH ($n = 3$-13) (Figure S5, supporting information). Addition
of NaOH caused an increase in intensity of the sodiated PEGs. We checked blanks and they contained no PEGs, so we can be sure they came from the sample, suggesting that they are introduced in low quantity at some stage during the extraction or refining process. No other peaks of note were observed, suggesting that the amount of basic material in the sample was low (aside from the PEGs).

Despite the apparent prominence of the peaks above and the good signal-to-noise ratio, addition of the charged tag to this mixture suppressed their appearance, a result that is quite reasonable considering the purposefully-designed high surface activity of the charged tag. The charged tag immediately begins reacting with the phenols present to generate an assembly of different but related species (Figure 3). The most prominent of these are derived from variously alkylated phenols, of general formula C_{6n}(CH_2)_n\text{OH} (where n = 2-9). This distribution reaches a maxima at n = 5. We are not able to differentiate between isomers, so for example the n = 3 compound could include contributions from five different phenols substituted with three methyl groups, ten different phenols substituted with one ethyl and one methyl group, or three different phenols substituted with a propyl group.

![Diagram of phenol distribution](image)

**Figure 3.** The mass spectrum of sample B reacted with NaOH and 1. When reaction finished, the final spectrum contains the leftover charged tag after all phenol reacted. There are 5 different phenol products series. The series are all labeled in different colors. The relative intensity shown on the spectrum can reflect the phenol concentration in the jet fuel sample.
In the same mass range, we also observed two less abundant series of compounds whose composition was not obvious. As such, we turned to high resolution analysis to assist us in the assignment. Orbitrap analysis supported the assignment of the primary series as based on phenols, but the smaller series did not contain O at all; instead, one series was attributable to \( \text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n+2}\text{S} \) \((n = 9-14)\) and the other \( \text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n}\text{S} \) \((n = 6-11)\). Because they reacted with the charged tag, we can assume these must be thiols rather than thioethers. The saturated series might be branched or linear, whereas the unsaturated series could either contain a double bond or be cyclic. Product ion MS/MS experiments do not provide structural information on the thiol, because the first fragmentation to occur is always benzylic C-S cleavage, with the charge being retained by the tag (hence all subsequent fragmentations are of the tag, not the target). The mass accuracy of the Orbitrap is within a few parts per million, and so can distinguish unambiguously between one sulfur \((31.9721 \text{ Da})\) and two oxygen atoms \((31.9898 \text{ Da})\). There are narrower mass splits than this in jet fuel, notably \( \text{SH}_4\) and \( \text{C}_3\) \((0.0034 \text{ Da})\), but even at the masses being considered here \((3-550 \text{ Da})\), this difference represents a mass error of 6-11 ppm. All of these compounds are in a predictable mass range for jet fuel. However, there exists an additional pair of series of related compounds approximately 150 Da higher in mass, and like the two previous thiols, these differ in mass from each other by 2 Da. Orbitrap analysis provides the formulae as containing both O and S, \( \text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n-8}\text{OS} \) \((n = 16-23)\) and \( \text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n-6}\text{OS} \) \((n = 15-21)\). Assignment is a challenge because both phenols and thiols can react with the charged tag, but the level of unsaturation points towards the compounds being phenols (double bond equivalents = 4, compared to 4 and 5 in the case of these series). The combinatorial possibilities of these formulae are sufficiently high that speculation on structure would be very prone to error, and we have not endeavored to make structural assignments for these series. They are not any more amenable to MS/MS analysis than the lower mass ions. We also know that they are not byproducts of derivatization, because they do not appear at all in some samples that do contain some of the lower mass species (\textit{vide infra}).

In a refinery environment, petroleum streams undergo various processes to remove undesired contaminants, and phenols and thiols alike fall into this category of compound. Figure 4 outlines the changes in detected analytes depending on treatment. Untreated sample C is the same as shown in Figure 3, but the unreacted charged tag 1 is also shown in the spectrum to provide an indication of the relative abundance of the products. Clay treatment (sample D) exhibits reduced
phenol concentrations (by about 20%), and the sulfur-containing compounds are reduced by >50%. Silica gel treatment (sample E) removes nearly all phenols as does lab clay (sample F). Washing the lab clay with pentane (sample G) removed some of the adsorbed phenols from the clay, or in the case of toluene (sample H), substantially more. None of the higher sulfur-containing compounds were removed however, suggesting that these had a higher affinity for the lab clay than the lower mass phenols.
Figure 4. Selective phenol analysis of a series of jet fuel samples. The untreated sample (C) is treated with clay, after which spectrum (D) is provided (reduced phenol content). Further treatment with either silica gel (E) or lab clay (F) resulted in much lower phenol content. Washing the lab clay with pentane recovered little phenol (G), but a toluene wash recovered most of it.

We did our own in-house experiments with the jet fuel, leaving the fuel to stir for 40 hours in the presence of alumina. This removed nearly all of the higher mass species and about three quarters of the lower mass phenols (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Jet fuel sample X2 before (blue) and after (red) stirring in the presence of alumina for 40 hours.

Conclusions
We have developed a rapid, selective and chromatography-free mass spectrometric analysis of a highly complex matrix. While derivatization is common in ESI-MS, this methodology in petroleomics is less commonly explored. The results from analysis of jet fuels at different treatment stages are consistent with effective if not quantitative removal of phenols from the petroleum matrix. The selective nature of the above techniques is useful not only in petroleomics, but to other ESI-MS users working in other contexts as it allows them to quickly and easily detect specific chemical moieties in complex matrices.
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